i.
This paper suggests a new kind of formal grammar (hereafter called A-grammarS) which in some respects is closely related to Chomsky's grammars but differs from these in that it is meant to process trees (in the sense of graph theory) and not to process strings as Chomsky's grammars do. More precisely, we aim at a type of grammar with rewriting rules of the'X ~Y" where X and Y are trees (N.B. : with no linear order imposed on their nodes ~).
Linguistically, the trees under consideration are dependency (not phrase structure) trees representing natural sentences at different levels of "depth": roughly speaking, "surface" syntax, ,'deep" syntax, semantics.
A-grammars are designed to be used not for generating sentences but rather for transforming given trees into other trees; this covers transitions from one abstract representation of a natural sentence to another (deeper or more superficial) representation of the same sentence as well as transitions from an abstract representation of one sentence to a representation on the same level of another sentence, synonymous to the given One.
The conversion of a ~ready ~ surface tree into an actual sentence -a conversion consisting of a) inflexion and b) determination of word order -must be carried out by some autonomous device not included in the conception of A-grammar.
f~l" _ _ *. ~ from the Greek cJ£v~@poV(tree).
~'~. The A-grammar embodies an attempt to formalize the linguistic "Meaning ~Text Model" described, e.g., in Ill. In this model, the starting point for producing a sentence is a detailed semantic description of its meaning conceived as a rather involved graph (not merely a tree) consisting of "semantic atoms"
and "semantic links" connecting them. The semantic description is generated outside of the linguistic model and constitutes the input of that model; it is then subsequently "lingualized" (anglicized, russianized etc.) by means of formally specified transformations: i) extracting from the given semantic description (of a family of synonymous sentences conveying the meaning repret sented by that description) the deepest admissible tree-like structures;
2) proceeding in a multi-step fashion from the deeper trees to the more superficial ones; 3) linearizing the most superficial syntactic trees (with simultaneous inflexion where needed) to produce actual sentences. The n-grammars deal with the second phase of this . process only.
Z.
We shall consider trees with labelled branches; nodes are not labelled.
The labels can be interpreted as names of the types of syntactic link at the corresponding level.
For brevity~s sake such trees will here be referred to just as "trees".
A tree is called minimal if all its nodes, except the root, are terminal (i. e., with no branches growing out of them). A tree with but one node is called an empty tree and is denoted as ¢. The composition of trees is defined as follows: let to, tl, t2, .... tnbe trees, and let in t o some nodesa I, a~, .... a n (not necessarily pairwise different) be marked. Then the result of the composition of the tree t o with the trees tl, t2, . .., t o will be any tree isomorphic to the tree which can be obtained from t o by identifying the roots of the trees tl, t2, ..., tn with the nodes c~ I, a2, ..., an, respectively in t o .
The composition of t o in which the nodes al, a 2, .... a n are marked with tl, t 2 ..... t n isden°ted
A tree is a subtree of T if T can be represented as:
T --C (To; a01 C(t ; a,, ~ ..... a l TI ' T2 ....
T.)) (Z)
where a 0 is a terminal node of TO, and ce~, c~ 2 ..... a n a repetitionless enumeration of all nodes of t.
Now, a n elementary transformatign (ET) of trees is an ordered triple <tl, ~, f>, where t 1 and t2are trees and fis a mapping of the set of all nodes of t 1 into the set of all nodes of t 2 . Instead of <tl, t2, f >, we shall write t 1 ~ t21 f. The tree T f is said to be the result of the application of the ET tl=t 2 I f to the tree T if T and T t can be represented in the form:
and T =C (T0; o~01 C (-tl; eq, oe 2 ..... ¢Ynl T1, T2 ..... Tn ))
T'=C (To; C~o/ C (tl; f(c~l), f(o:2) ..
where cr 0is a terminal node of T o , and c~1, cr 2 ..... ~n a repetionless enumeration of all nodes of t 1 . Informally, an application of certain ET to a tree T consists of the substituting of t 2 for an occurence of t 1 in T ; if ~(a node of t I )
is mapped on 8( a node of t 2), i.e., B= f(d), then all "untouched" nodes of T "pending" from ceare transferred to B with the same labels on corresponding branches.
Example: E Let tl = ~//~ , t2= a/~d G and let f be specified and Z will hold also for this case.
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